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4. Academic Integrity in Health Sciences

1 Learning in Health Sciences
Being a Post Graduate student
Everybody has their own reasons for embarking on a uni course. But whatever your personal
reasons are, you are now joining a group of scholars that share a wider purpose. Their
efforts are directed at making knowledge in their field, which is much larger than the uni
department that you now belong to. This field is a vast international community of people
who share interests and practices, and who communicate ideas and information via
publications in books, reports, and journal articles. Your reading will take you into that
conversation in print, and your writing should be framed as a contribution to it. Even if your
lecturer is the only person who will read that writing, you are being trained as a member of
the scholarly/professional community, sharing its purposes.
Your course will introduce you to the state of knowledge in your field, and to the questions
that its members are currently exploring and arguing over. You will need to be alert to


what those questions are



why people agree or disagree about the answers to them



what perspectives or approaches you find helpful, and why



what problems or limitations you find in the approaches you encounter.

Many of your assignments will focus on one or more of these points.
You will also need to pay attention to the conventions that have developed in your field for
writing within this conversation. In each field, there are certain kinds of texts that are
commonly written, each with a characteristic structure that is suited to its purpose. You can
read these texts more efficiently, and write them more effectively, if you are aware of the way
they are usually structured. (“Usually”, because not every text will conform to the usual
patterns; but many will.) Finally, each field has conventional formats for recording what
sources (= “references”) you have used in your research, and you are expected to use the
format specified for “referencing” in each of your subjects.
It can feel tedious to learn a whole new set of conventions, when you already have ways of
presenting ideas and information that were used in your previous work or study context. But
every context has its own culture, with its own particular values and practices for managing
its work. Maybe it will help to think of yourself as a traveller in an unfamiliar place, where you
have to learn the money and the transport system and appropriate public behaviour in a
hurry! It’s not necessarily better than what you’re used to, and over time, you may be able to
influence how things are done. But the first thing is to get your head around what people in
that culture do, how they do it, and why they do it that way.
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Learning about learning
Learning is not the same thing as simply remembering. At university you will need to
develop higher order thinking skills (see Bloom’s Taxonomy below). Many
assessment tasks will require you to go beyond simply remembering and repeating
information. You may be asked to apply what you have learnt to new situations or to
analyse and evaluate information. This could mean pulling apart a writer’s arguments
and evidence (analysing) and making judgements about them (evaluating). The
highest level thinking skill is creating. This refers to the creation of new knowledge
that has never been known before. This is a skill that is normally developed at
postgraduate level.

Bloom’s Taxonomy
(cognitive domain) Anderson and Krathwohl (2001)
Source: http://edorigami.wikispaces.com/Bloom's+Digital+Taxonomy

Although you will be focussing mainly on other people’s research, it’s important to
understand that your course is like an apprenticeship in creating knowledge. The
idea that knowledge is made doesn’t mean that it’s made up! – but simply that what
we know depends on what we ask, where we look for answers, and how we interpret
what we find. In your course, you will be learning







what kinds of questions people ask in your discipline
what sources they go to for answers
what methods they use to gather information
what ideas influence their interpretation of what they find
how they evaluate its significance
how they present what they have learned to their discipline community

As an apprentice member of an academic or discipline community, you will be
participating in all these activities through your lectures, workshops, tutorials, and
assignments.
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Theory
If you think of your own studies as part of that wider project of making knowledge within your
field, how does that help you to approach your assignments? You’ll find that many
assignments are focussed on the relationship between theory and practice, and that your job
is to assess
 how the theory informs your practice as a member of your field,


and how that practice, in turn, reflects back upon the theory.

What is theory?
Theory is the way that scholars try to make sense of the great variety of experience in their
field. They look for patterns from which they can derive generalisations about how and why
things happen in the ways that they do. These generalisations are intended to help us
understand what we see in practice, and mostly, they do help. However, there may be
aspects of practice that are not satisfactorily explained by a theory we’re working with. So,
although theory and practice work together, they are also, always, potentially in tension with
each other. When the theory seems to be inadequate, then scholars ask what might be
needed to improve the theory so that it leads to better understanding, and in turn, to better
practice? Some of your readings are likely to explore such problems, and you may be asked
to evaluate competing ideas that you find there.
What does it mean, then, when you are asked to reflect critically on a theory? It doesn’t
mean that you have to find fault with it; rather, you need to ask yourself how the theory helps
you to understand what you are looking at, and/or what the theory helps you to do. At the
same time, you should ask yourself whether there are limits to its usefulness, and if so, why.
Your course is designed to help you operate competently in your field of practice, but not just
by following the manual. You need to know why particular approaches are recommended,
and what problems remain unresolved, and why. Thus, you can approach your assignments
more effectively if you recognise that many are designed to raise your awareness of that
unstable relationship between theory and practice, with each continually reflecting on and
revising the other.
Example
If we look at some of the assignments students are given at this level, we can see how they
are focussed at this interface between theory and practice. (Theory may appear in various
forms: as “theory”, or as an “approach”, or as “the literature”, which means the body of
scholarly writing on whatever the topic is.)
1. Foundations of art therapy
Art therapists approach their practice from various theoretical standpoints, for example, a
psychodynamic, gestalt or cognitive-behavioural orientation. Each of these theoretical approaches has
differing assumptions or emphases about such things as: how we develop knowledge (or
epistemology), the place of art in our lives, how personal change takes place and the structure of the
psyche.
In this paper you are asked to focus on two approaches to art therapy which hold some interest for
you and to compare and contrast these in light of:
i.
how the ideas of each art therapy approach developed historically,
ii.
an example of how this approach may be used in an art therapy session
iii.
issues you think may arise when applying each art therapy approach within a cross
cultural context and,
iv.
what attracted you to these two approaches in particular
Source: www.latrobe.edu.au/students/learning 1 May 2013 Resource Developed by Kate Chanock –
c.chanock@latrobe.edu.au
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2 Communicating in Health Sciences
How to use language effectively
Formal and informal language
Context affects the level of formality of the language we use. We use informal
language with other students for face-to-face and telephone conversations and
emails. We use formal language in lectures, speeches, research reports and
academic essays. However, in many types of communication at university, you will
use a combination of formal and informal language, for example when you participate
in workshops. The table below contrasts the main features of each.

Informal

Phrasal verbs (verb + preposition)
e.g. look at, hand in
Informal vocabulary
e.g. get bigger, got, a lot

Formal

Single verbs
e.g. investigate, consider,
observe; submit
Formal vocabulary
e.g. increase, obtained,
considerable

Active voice
e.g. Researchers developed a new
vaccine.

Passive voice
e.g. A new vaccine was
developed.

Uses personal pronouns
e.g. You can see the results in
Figure 1.
(active voice)

Avoids personal pronouns
e.g. The results can be seen/are
shown in Figure 1.
(passive voice)

Contracted forms
e.g. haven’t, fridge, ‘cos

Full forms
e.g. have not, refrigerator,
because

Slang
e.g. whinge, bucks

Standard words/expressions
e.g. complain, dollars

Abbreviations
e.g. i.e., ASAP

Full words/expressions
e.g. that is, as soon as possible

Informal greeting
e.g. Cheers, Regards

More formal greeting
e.g. (Yours) Sincerely

Note: both active and passive voice are used in informal as well as formal styles of
communication, however, the passive voice is more frequently used in formal writing,
for example a research report.

Using formal language
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An academic essay is an example of formal written communication. You should,
therefore, avoid conversational English and wordy expression.
While all subject areas require assignments to be written in a formal style, there may
be differences in the degree to which features of informal style can be used. For
instance, in a Social Work assignment involving personal reflection, you are likely to
make greater use of personal pronouns. Furthermore, different types of assignments
may involve a greater use of certain grammatical structures. For example, if you are
reporting on the Methods you used, you are more likely to use passive verbs.
Avoid personal language
It is advisable to avoid using personal language, particularly pronouns which refer to
the reader e.g. you, your, us, our. It is sometimes acceptable to use I and we in
academic writing, but this varies throughout the different scientific disciplines.
If you want to improve this investigation, you should increase the sample size.
[informal]
To improve this investigation, the sample size should be increased. [more
formal]
Avoid colloquial language
Colloquial language is everyday language which may be suitable when speaking, but
should not be used in formal, academic writing.
Every day, more and more electronic stuff is chucked out and ends up in the
tip. [informal]
Electronic waste is an increasing problem with 75% of computers bought
annually in Australia ending up in landfill (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2006). [more formal]
Avoid emotional language
The use of emotional language may weaken an academic argument.
It will be a tragedy if these graceful and beautiful animals are lost to the world
forever. [emotional & informal]
It is vital that conservation measures are immediately put in place to save this
vulnerable species from extinction. [more formal]
Avoid contractions
Formal, academic writing uses the full forms of words rather than shortened versions
(contractions). NB This Guide is not a formal, academic piece of writing and so we
have used contractions.
is not

isn’t

do not

don’t

will not

won’t
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Be clear and concise
You need to:
 eliminate sentences and paragraphs not directly relevant to the essay
question
 reword sentences so that your message is conveyed as simply as possible
 avoid overuse of the pronouns “this” and “it” in the same sentence or
paragraph to limit the possibility of confusion or ambiguity. Each time you use
these words, make sure that what they are referring to is very clear.
 check that you have used punctuation correctly. Sometimes, misuse of
commas can result in confused writing.
Use specific terminology where appropriate
A machine was used to see how the cornea changed when the stuff was put in
the eye.
A spectrophotometer was used to measure the absorbance of the sample
solution in order to determine the concentration of haemoglobin.
Be careful with words like ‘it’ and ‘they’. Sometimes it is better to be specific about
what ‘it’ is or ‘they’ are.
After a while it went up.
After 10 minutes, the patient’s temperature had increased by 3.50C.
If you are under the word count, you need to add more content rather than ‘pad
out’ your writing with extra words. Adding ‘filler ‘words will not get you any extra
marks. It’s the number of ideas that are marked, not the number of words.
In my opinion, up until the present time, it seems relatively unclear as to which
will, in the long run, emerge as the best method of sampling to use in order to
obtain the desired results in the shortest possible time.
It is not known which sampling technique is the most efficient.

Use of academic style
While you will need to use different styles of writing for different subjects and tasks,
there are some characteristics of academic writing which are common to all subject
areas.
Order points logically
This is important at the planning stage of your writing. It is very difficult to make a
piece of writing flow well if the ideas are not presented in a logical order. Make sure
you have one main unifying idea per paragraph and that the ideas within the
paragraph lead logically from one to the next. Also take note of the order of
paragraphs so that there is a logical progression from one main idea to the next.
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Link ideas within and between paragraphs
Good flow in a piece of writing can be achieved by making clear links between your
ideas and also making it clear how each main idea is related to the topic. Where
possible, linking words and expressions should indicate the relationship between
ideas. The point in one sentence should also be connected to the following sentence.
For example, if you want to show that a second sentence is a result of the first
sentence, you could start the second sentence with ‘as a result’.
The following table gives a brief list of linking words and expressions.
Function
Similarity

Contrast

Linking word examples
Similarly,
Likewise,
In a similar way,
A similar study…
In contrast,
Conversely,
On the other hand, (less
formal)
While…, …
Although…., …
….; however,…
….However,…

Cause →
Effect

X causes Y
X leads to Y
X results in Y
X leads to Y
X brings about Y
As a result of
Because of X, …Y
happened
Due to X, … Y
happened
Owing to X, … Y
happened
As X happened, Y
happened
Since X happened, Y
happened
Because X happens, Y
happened

Effect →

X results from Y

Examples in sentences
Similarly, the plasma membrane plays
several roles…
A similar study of hyperthermia also found
a correlation between …
In contrast, the blood flows at high velocity
…..

While there has been much discussion about
the factors that contribute to the development
of an eating disorder,………
Although the design of the study was
adequate, insufficient planning had gone into
the implementation stage.
There was an increase in the health adjusted
life expectancy of women; however, there
was no change in…
A reaction of this type causes extensive
damage to the cells.
Acclimatization to cold leads to a higher
tolerance to exposure..........
As a result of the discussion of the pros and
cons of excision, the patient ............
Due to the small sample size, significant
results were not obtained.

As this behaviour has not been observed in
any other cohorts, further research is needed
to determine…
Since there was no significant effect
detected, it was decided to run the
experiment again using a different sample.
A build up of pressure results from this
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Cause

X was caused by Y
X may be due to Y
X could be a
consequence of Y

*Moreover,
Furthermore,
In addition,
Additional
point

Example

Purpose

The skin rash could be a consequence of a
food allergy.
Moreover, there are no specific advantages
of using this type of pathogen as a model.
In addition, these types of molecules have
the disadvantage of forming aggregates.

* These linking words should be used

First,
Firstly,
Chronolog
After that,
y (time
Then,
order)
Next,

Summary

interaction.

In conclusion,
To sum up,
In summary,
In short,
For example,
To illustrate,
…such as…
To
In order to
So that
So as to

infrequently. It is not necessary to have a
linking word between every sentence. It is
also much better to use more specific linking
phrases e.g. “A further disadvantage is…”
The sample was first treated with nitric acid
in order to…
After that, the trace metal was extracted
with…
The sample was then analysed using a…
In conclusion, no significant difference
between males and females in weight gain
reduction was found.
For example, social and psychological
constraints are a major factor on recidivism.
The legislation is in place to ensure duty of
care is enshrined in the workplace.
The patient’s details are checked in order to
confirm identification.
The handover notes were completed so that
clear communication was in place for the
incoming shift.

Use sources to develop and support your academic opinion
An academic essay needs to present your academic opinions, which are arguments
you develop from what you are learning. For your essay to be credible, you need to
draw on ideas and evidence from a range of appropriate sources. You will need to
develop your argument by discussing ideas and evidence from research and
literature. All material drawn from sources you read should include a reference in
brackets within or at the end of the sentence.
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Use examples to support your arguments
In developing your argument, you should avoid vagueness and overuse of
generalisation. General statements about claims you make should be supported by
evidence and examples and should be correctly cited.
Use high quality academic sources of information with adequate and accurate
acknowledgement
It is VERY important to use reliable sources of information for your written
assignments. For most (but not all) subjects, websites are NOT acceptable academic
sources. Commercial (.com) websites are the most likely to be unreliable. The author
of a commercial website is often not known and the pages may contain biased or
inaccurate information. Ask your lecturer, facilitator or tutor whether website
information is allowed for a particular assignment.
When you use information from sources such as books and journal articles, you are
using ideas that you did not create yourself. As these ideas were developed by
someone else, it is important to acknowledge the person or people who created the
ideas. In academic writing, this is done by providing references to show where the
ideas came from. We discuss this further in the next section.
For more information on finding credible sources and evaluating websites go to:
http://latrobe.libguides.com/libskills
To view the library’s short YouTube clip ‘Why can’t I just Google’ go to:
http://latrobe.libguides.com/google

General Language
Use good general and technical dictionaries efficiently
You can learn a lot about language from your dictionary. The first few pages explain
the symbols used; these will alert you to the kind of things dictionaries can teach. In
addition to grammatical information, many current dictionaries provide information
about differences in usage between spoken and written language, as well as groups
of synonyms. Dictionaries are also very useful for checking your spelling and will
explain possible variations, for example, where there are differences between
American English on the one hand, and British and Australian English on the other.
Use a thesaurus with caution
Many students consult the thesaurus on their computer (especially when attempting
to paraphrase material from sources they read). Be careful though. You should check
the meaning of the synonym you have selected in a good dictionary. Although it may
be a synonym, it may not be appropriate in the context in which you want to use it. In
other words, synonyms often differ in usage.
Consult a writing guide
Writing guides generally cover all aspects of academic writing, including basic
principles about writing style, grammar, sentence structure, vocabulary choice, and
good paragraphing. You can find guides on the University Learning site and in the
Further Reading section below.
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Further reading
Dykes, B. (2007). Grammar for everyone: Practical tools for learning and teaching
grammar. Camberwell, Vic.: ACER Press.
Giltrow, J. (2002). Academic writing: Writing and reading in the disciplines. (3rd ed.).
Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Press.
Higgs, J., Ajjawi, R., McAlister, L., Trede, F., & Loftus, S. (2008). Communicating in
the health sciences (2nd ed.). South Melbourne, Vic.: Oxford University
Press. (see chap 6 “Learning to do academic writing)
Johnson, S. & Scott, J. (2009). Study and communication skills for the biosciences.
Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Palmer, R. (2002). Write in style: A guide to good English. (2nd ed.). London:
Routledge.
Rolls, N. & Wignell, P. (2009). Communicating at university: Skills for success (3rd
ed.). Darwin, N.T.: Charles Darwin University Press.
Swales, J. (2004). Academic writing for graduate students: Essential tasks and skills.
(2nd ed.). Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.

Recommended English language dictionaries
English dictionaries are available via the La Trobe University Library, both in print
and online via library subscriptions.
Some are also freely available via the internet (usually not comprehensive versions –
for complete versions use the library). Ask at your campus library for help with any
type of dictionary.
The Concise Oxford English Dictionary:
http://library.latrobe.edu.au/record=b2268886~S5
The Australian Oxford Dictionary:
http://library.latrobe.edu.au/record=b2569688~S5
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary:
http://www.oxfordadvancedlearnersdictionary.com/
Cambridge Dictionaries Online:
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English:
http://www.ldoceonline.com/
Macquarie Dictionary: Australia’s National Dictionary Online:
http://library.latrobe.edu.au/record=b2541783~S5
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3 Academic Integrity
Plagiarism & Academic Integrity
‘Plagiarism’ is using another person's words, ideas or other work (including pictures,
diagrams and other non-text materials) without acknowledging the source.
Academic Integrity Module
In order to avoid plagiarising, it is important to know the guidelines for academic
integrity and how to acknowledge your sources. You will learn about La Trobe’s
guidelines and your responsibilities when you do the Academic Integrity Module
(AIM).
All newly enrolled students must successfully complete the AIM, and this is recorded
on your Academic Transcript (the final marks document). When you enter your
Learning Management System (LMS), you will see the AIM. The Academic Integrity
and Avoiding Plagiarism website will also give you information and advice about
avoiding plagiarism and where to get help
http://www.latrobe.edu.au/learning/integrity.html
Referencing
In order to avoid plagiarism you need to tell the reader where the ideas in your essay
came from. This is called ‘referencing’.
Referencing style
In the past La Trobe students had to learn how to use a number of different citation styles,
depending on the subject or discipline. To make it easier for students the University has
decided to adopt APA Version 6 as the default style for student assignments.

Academic Referencing Tool
The Academic Referencing Tool (ART) has been created to assist La Trobe students to

reference correctly. http://www.lib.latrobe.edu.au/referencing-tool
If you prefer a hard (paper) copy format there are also numerous resources available
in pdf format on the internet, e.g. www.waikato.ac.nz/go/apa
It is important to realise that different publications may use different citation styles. If
you want to use a reference which has been written in a different style make sure you
convert it to APA6 first.
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Using references in your writing
Option 1. Use the full quotation (exact words)
“Teachers exert significant influence in the classroom environment and thus influence
student behaviour” (Nadelson, 2007 p.67).
Note the use of “quotation marks”, author’s family name, year, & page number.
Option 2. Use an abbreviated form of the full quotation
“Teachers [can] … influence student behaviour” (Nadelson, 2007 p.67).
Note the use of [square brackets] for inserted text and three dots (…) for missing
text.
Option 3. Use parts of the quotation in your own writing
Because “[t]eachers exert significant influence in the classroom environment” they
have the potential to influence how students behave (Nadelson, 2007, p.67).
Note the use of [square brackets] to indicate that the ‘t’ in ‘teacher’ was in upper case
in the original.
Option 4. Put it all in your own words (paraphrase)
Teachers can have a lot of influence on the way students behave (Nadelson, 2007).
Author or idea focus?
In-text references can either focus on the author or the idea, depending on which is
the most important. In first year, you will probably focus more on the idea than the
author. Author focused referencing is more commonly used when citing important
research or experimental work. The following examples show these two types of intext reference.
Idea focus
Example:
Mosquitoes puncture the skin of their prey with one of six sharp mouthparts and
inject saliva to stop the blood coagulating (Hickman, Roberts, & Larson, 2001).
Author focus
Example:
Anderson et al. (1999) found that West Nile (WN) virus samples, isolated from
two species of mosquitoes and two species of birds in Connecticut were most
similar to WN isolates from Romania.
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Using et al.
If a piece of work has three, four, or five authors, list all authors in the first citation. In
subsequent citations, include only the first author followed by the Latin abbreviation
et al. (short for et alia, meaning ‘and others’). Note there is always a full stop after ‘al’
and that it is not necessary to use italics for ‘et al.’ in APA format.
Example:
Higgs, Ajjawi, McAllister, Trede and Loftus define communication as
‘conferring through speech, writing or nonverbal means (including body
language) to create a shared meaning’ (2008, p. 3). Effective communication
is vital for good professional practice, which means that health professionals
need to develop their communication competence (Higgs et al., 2008)
If a piece of work has six or more authors, apply the et al. rule for all citations. Write
the name of the first author followed by et al. (as above).
Same idea from more than one source
Sometimes you may find the same idea in two (or more) sources. After you
paraphrase the idea, you may be unsure about which source to cite. The simple
answer is to cite them both. When doing so, order the citations alphabetically, based
on the first author surnames. Do not change the order of authors within a piece of
work. Separate the citations with semicolons.
Example:
In insects, gas exchange occurs by diffusion through a system of tubes called
trachea, which are connected to the external environment through holes called
spiracles (Knox, Ladiges, & Evans, 1994; Purves et al., 2004).
Secondary citations
Sometimes, you may want to use a piece of information that another author has cited
from a different source. If the source you are reading contains citations from another
source, the ideal thing to do is to find that original source, read it, paraphrase the
relevant information and cite the source. Sometimes, it is not possible to find the
original source and you may have to secondary cite the source. A secondary citation
contains the original author and the year plus the secondary author (where you read
the information) plus the year.
Example:
Between the years 1954 and 1994, the population of sooty terns on Ascension
Island fell from 500,000 to 200,000 (Ratcliffe et al., 1999, as cited in Reynolds
et al., 2008).
original source

source you read

Electronic sources
Electronic sources, particularly websites, should be used cautiously. Not all
information found on the Internet is reliable. Websites with URLs that end in .com are
commercial sites and may not be reliable (they may contain bias or inaccurate
information). If you are unable to identify the author (person or organisation) or the
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date of an Internet source, it is less likely to be reliable, and probably should not be
used as a source in your writing.
To learn more about how to find, evaluate and reference Internet sources see the
following web tutorial:
The Internet Detective
www.vts.intute.ac.uk/detective
The library has a module which will teach you how to find appropriate sources from
the internet. You will be able to do this during your course.
Wikipedia can be a useful source of background information in the initial stages of
researching a topic. However, because the authors of the information are not
identified, it is advised NOT to cite Wikipedia in reports, assignments, essays etc.
If possible, a reference to an Internet source in the Reference List should include:
 The author of the document (this is often an organisation rather than an
individual)
 The year of publication or most recent update
 The title, or a description of the document
 The date the document was viewed if the information is likely to change
 Either
o The URL (i.e. http//www….) or;
o The doi (the digital object identifier is a sequence of numbers)

Using your own words (paraphrasing)
Paraphrasing is a very important skill for academic writing. It involves changing what
someone else has written into your own words without altering the original meaning.
It is used as an alternative to copying the author’s exact words (called ‘direct
quotation’) and allows you to use other people’s ideas for your own purpose.
Paraphrasing shows the person who is marking your work that you understand what
you are writing about. It also helps you to keep a consistent writing style. Every writer
has their own style and your writing will flow more smoothly if all of the sentences are
written in your own natural style. You still need to paraphrase information before you
include it in your written assignment or use quotation marks to indicate the words are
not your own even if you provide a reference. If you don’t, you may be accused of
plagiarism.
Method
1. Read the original text carefully to make sure you understand it properly.
2. Identify the main point(s) and key words.
3. Try to rewrite it in your own words without looking at the original text. You can do this by
changing individual words, sentence structure, grammar or organisation of the text (or a
combination of these).

Words


Identify specialised vocabulary (this does not need to be changed)
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Replace key words with synonyms

Sentence structure


split long sentences or combine short ones

Grammar



voice (active (The nurse examined the patient) <->passive (The patient was examined by
the nurse)
word forms (e.g. verbs<->nouns) (The examination was carried out by the nurse)

Organisation


change the order of information or ideas

4. Check that you have included the main points and key information and have not
altered the original meaning.
5. If you decide to keep any part of the original text you must use “quotation marks”
to show which words are not your own. You should also provide the author’s family
name, year of publication and page number to show where the quote came from.
Example 1
Original text
‘Some dinoflagellates reproduce in enormous numbers in warm and somewhat
stagnant waters. The result can be a ‘red tide’, so called because of the reddish
colour of the sea that results from the pigments of the dinoflagellates’ (Purves et al.,
2004, p. 552).
Paraphrase
Because of their red coloured pigments, some dinoflagellates can cause a ‘red tide’
when they reproduce in great numbers in warm, still seas (Purves et al., 2004).
Example 2
Original text
‘There are some orchids whose flowers mimic the shape and colouring of female
insects. The mimics are so realistic that male insects will attempt to copulate with the
flower, thereby pollinating them’ (Knox et al., 1994, p. 827).
Paraphrase
Some orchids attract male insects by having flowers which imitate the appearance of
female insects so that the male insect attempts to mate with the flower and
inadvertently pollinates it (Knox et al., 1994).
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Paraphrasing & Summarising
Sometimes, only some of the information you read is relevant to what you are writing
about. If so, it is possible to select the parts of the text that are relevant. Look at the
following example from Raven, Evert, and Eichhorn (2005):
Example
Original text
“It is the mesophyll – the ground tissue of the leaf – with its large volume of
intercellular spaces and numerous chloroplasts, that is particularly specialised for
photosynthesis. The intercellular spaces are connected with the outer atmosphere
through the stomata, which facilitate rapid gas exchange, an important factor in
photosynthetic efficiency” (Raven, Evert, & Eichhorn, 2005, p. 564).
Paraphrase
Gases are exchanged between the external environment and the intercellular spaces
in the mesophyll of the leaf via the stomata (Raven, Evert, & Eichhorn, 2005).

Paraphrase or quote?
Generally, your lecturers would prefer you to discuss the ideas from your reading in
your own words, for various reasons.
 You show that you understand the ideas.


You can show how they relate to each other.



You can express ideas more briefly by summarising what you read.

Quotations are generally used less frequently in the sciences than in the humanities
because the ideas expressed are normally more important than the words used to
express them. You must have a good reason to use a quote. Being unable to write a
better sentence than the original is not a good reason.
Sometimes, however, the exact words may be important, as in the following example
from Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species. (Sometimes, however, a key concept or
theory you may use throughout your work is best defined using the original words of
its author because it is so well- known?)
Example
“I have called this principle, by which each slight variation, if useful, is
preserved, by the term of Natural Selection” (Darwin, 1859, p. 61).
Try to quote only as much as you need in order to illustrate the point you are making.
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Your voice
How do you show your reader where you are putting forward your own ideas?
You may be wondering, at this point, whether there is any place in an assignment for
your own ideas, and if so, how will your lecturer know that they are yours? This is a
reasonable question, because most of your ideas, in any assignment, will be your
thoughts about the ideas of others that you have read. This may not seem very
original, but after all, the point of studying at uni is to build on, and to challenge, the
knowledge you bring with you. This is why you are given so much reading, and
expected to discuss it in assignments.
What is original about your work is








the way you relate ideas and information from the sources to the question you have been
asked;
the way you explain the ideas, and your choice of examples and evidence;
your testing of other people’s ideas against evidence, and against the ideas of others;
your judgement of the strengths and limitations of other people’s thinking;
your ability to ask questions arising out of your encounters with other people’s ideas;
your ability to apply the ideas of others in new contexts; and
your ability to construct answers of your own.

Using sources in your writing is a bit like weaving: you use threads from various
different places (including readings and your own experience), but the new pattern
that you weave is your own.
Your lecturers will assume that they are reading your ideas if you have not given a
reference to a source. This means that you do not need to preface your ideas with “In
my opinion/ I think/ etc.” However, when you draw on your own experience, it’s wise
to make that clear: for example, you might write “In my work at an aged care facility,
the issue of restraint arose frequently, and staff were divided on best practice in this
situation.”
Note-taking – keep your own ideas separate
When you’re taking a lot of notes it’s easy to forget where the information came from. For
this reason it’s a good idea to make a note of the full citation and page numbers as in the
example below.
It’s also easy to get confused about which ideas were yours and which ideas came from
your reading so try to keep notes (the author’s ideas) and comments (your ideas)
separate, as in this example.
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Page

Quote
Comment
Lambert, E., Hogan, N., & Barton, S. (2003). Collegiate academic dishonesty
revisited: What have they done, How often have they done it, who does it, and why
did they do it? Electronic Journal of Sociology, 7(4), 1–27. Retrieved from
http://www.sociology.org/content/vol7.4/lambert_etal.html
The literature further reports that many students Lambert et al. give
p8
examples of why students
try to justify engaging in different forms of
cheat. They focus on
academic dishonesty for a variety of reasons,
changing students. What
such as competitiveness of their major, course
about changing the
difficulty, the need for professional success,
situation/s?
cynicism, and that other students cheat.
p9

While a significant amount of research has been
done on academic dishonesty, there is still a
need for further research. Many studies
examined only a narrow range of cheating
behaviors. …, the question becomes which are
the best predictors.

Maybe these are real
justifications?
Is it students or the
situations?

Frequently Asked Questions about Referencing
Where do I find out how to reference properly?
On the library site you will find the Academic Referencing Module (ARM) and the Academic
Referencing Tool (ART). The ARM explains why and when you reference; the ART shows
you examples and explicit details about how to reference properly using the APA system.
If I write something in my own words, do I need to provide an in-text reference?
Yes, you need to reference ideas, not just the words used to express them; you need to
show where the original idea came from. Most sentences without a reference are considered
to contain your own ideas, so you must make it clear whether your sentences contain ideas
that are your own or someone else’s.
Does that mean I need to provide a reference for nearly every sentence?
Well, not quite every sentence, but in first year it is likely that you will not have a great deal of
your own knowledge of the subject matter, so much of the information you use in your writing
will come from other sources and thus will need a reference. Sometimes, if it is clear that two
or three sentences come from the same source, it is only necessary to reference one of the
sentences.
Example:
Jackson et al. (2008) investigated the soil texture and soil penetration resistance of
three populations of Juliana’s golden mole. They found that differences in the
distribution of soil particle sizes affected the distribution of the golden moles.
In the above example, the second sentence is clearly from the same source as the first.
Thus, it is not necessary to provide an in-text reference for the second sentence.
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When can I use an idea and so do not have to provide a reference for it?
This is a very tricky question. There is not always a clear dividing line between what
constitutes your own knowledge and what is knowledge from others and hence needs to be
referenced. It can sometimes be difficult to decide whether you need to put a reference or
not. As you progress through your studies your own knowledge base will increase and you
will be able to express much more information without needing to look it up in a reference. In
first year, there is very little information that you can ‘own’, so it is usual for first year pieces
of writing to contain many more references than, say, a postgraduate piece of writing.
Can I summarise from one source into a paragraph and just put the reference at the
end?
No, if you do this, you may be accused of plagiarism. Any sentence which cannot clearly be
attributed to another author is considered to be your own. A person reading your work would
have no way of telling which sentences in the paragraph were your own and which came
from another source. It is actually not good practice to take large slabs of information from a
single source. It is much better to synthesise information from several sources.
Can I reference lecture notes?
Rather than citing your lecture notes, it is better to find the same information in a text book.
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Some important terms
Academic integrity
Acknowledgement
Attribution
Annotated
bibliography
Bibliographic
details
Bibliography
Collaboration

Collusion
Common
knowledge

Endnote
Footnote
In text referencing
Original work/own
work

Paraphrase
Indirect quote
Plagiarism

Quotation
(Direct) quote
Reference
Citation
Reference list

This means being honest in academic work.
Giving recognition to an original author/creator for their ideas or terms.
In academic writing we do this by providing a reference or citation.
This is a list of resources which includes explanation and analysis for
each reference.
These details include the author’s name, year, title of article or book,
journal or book, volume, issue, page numbers.
There are different types of these. To find one go to
http://www.lib.latrobe.edu.au/help/style-guides.php
You do this when you discuss assignments with other students and
lecturers; work together on approaches to start an assignment, and
help each other by finding readings and discussing these. You must
write the assignment separately, unless it is a group assessment.
This occurs when students work together to produce the same piece
of work while pretending it was done independently.
This refers to facts or ideas that can be found in several places and
are likely to be known by a broad range of people. When you are new
to a subject it can take a while before you can work out what is
common knowledge, that is, what are the basic principles in that
subject. These principles will be familiar to people who have studied
the subject for a long time. You are not expected to reference
common knowledge.
This has two meanings: 1) see footnote 2) an electronic library which
you can use to collect correct details of your references
A number in the text next to the quote links to the reference details at
the end of the page or the end of the text, depending on the system.
The reference details are given next to the quote, using family name,
year, and if necessary page number.
This means commenting on what you are learning and what you have
read. This can involve choosing, analysing, summarising and
interpreting the different ideas of others, and then developing
arguments and drawing conclusions about these ideas. It does NOT
mean that you must create something that has never been thought of
before.
Completely rewrite another author's words or ideas. The source must
always be referenced.
Using another person's words, ideas or other work (including pictures,
diagrams and other non-text materials) without acknowledging where
it came from
To use the exact words of an original author in written work.
These are the written details of a writer or a book, article, etc in a
piece of writing that shows the source of on indirect or direct quote
A list of all the sources that you referred to in your work. Even with this
list you will still need to acknowledge sources in the body of the
writing, either with footnotes or intext referencing.
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Turnitin
What is Turnitin?
Turnitin is a web-based text-matching software system which can be used to teach
students how to properly acknowledge quotations.
Turnitin have compiled a massive database of digital material by continually
cataloguing and indexing the entire Internet using automated web robots. The robots
retrieve millions of documents from the internet every day. When a paper is
submitted to Turnitin, it uses advanced pattern-matching technology to identify
suspect passages of eight words or more in submitted documents. The system
returns customised Originality reports that provide links to all instances of matching
sources which are highlighted and coded.
Turnitin provides a report on any text matches. Turnitin makes no attempt to interpret
the report nor to dictate action in response to the report, nor does access to the
software, in itself, imply any requirement to act on the report. Those questions remain
properly the responsibility of the University's academic processes.
Using Turnitin is part of La Trobe University's educational approach to minimise
plagiarism and ensure the highest standards of academic honesty in assessable
work. Students and lecturers can use Turnitin to check that quotations in student
writing have been properly acknowledged.
Turnitin has a massive database of digital material compiled by continually
cataloguing and indexing the Internet using automated web robots which retrieve
millions of documents every day. When a paper is submitted, Turnitin uses advanced
pattern-matching technology to identify passages of eight words or more in submitted
documents. The system returns customised Originality reports providing links to all
instances of matching sources which are highlighted and coded.
All work submitted to Turnitin is checked against three databases of content:




a copy of the publicly accessible Internet (more than 2 billion pages updated at
a rate of 40 million pages per day) as well as archived copies of the Internet
millions of published works (including ABI/Inform, Periodical Abstracts,
Business Dateline, and tens of thousands of electronic books)
every student paper ever submitted to Turnitin
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4 Guidelines for Assessment Tasks
Understanding the task
Relevance
There is a very big emphasis on relevance in an academic essay. You must directly and fully
answer the question that is given to you, which is not always the question you would like to
answer!
Giving a direct, specific answer is a distinctive feature of English speaking academic
cultures. You should not discuss everything you know about the topic but directly and
specifically answer the set question / questions.

Structure
The first assignment, from Art Therapy, asks you to ‘compare and contrast’ while the second
example (Maternal & Child Health) asks you to ‘discuss’. These ‘instructional’ or ‘direction’
words tell you what sort of answer is required. The following table may help you understand
what these terms mean.

Common ‘instructional’ or ‘direction’ words
Analyse - break subject into parts and show how they relate to each other.
Comment - express your view or interpretation of a statement contained in the question. Support
your view with argument and/or experience.
Compare and contrast - show similarities and differences between two or more systems, ideas or
concepts.
Criticise - make judgments, favourable and/or unfavourable, using fair argument and balanced
evidence.
Define - give clear concise meanings of terms. If necessary, use examples.
Describe - give an account with clear, well organised, logical structure. Present the different aspects
of a problem. Judgements are not required.
Discuss - present different points of view about a subject from the readings. Give a balanced range
of information. Investigate by argument and analysis.
Evaluate - make judgments using argument, opinion and evidence. Similar to ‘criticise’ but emphasis
is on establishing standards of quality.
Examine - similar to ‘analyse’, with a little more emphasis on judgment.
Explain - interpret meanings clearly by analysing events or systems, giving reasons, describing how
things develop. Ask ‘how’ and ‘why’ of an issue.
Identify - select particular factors or circumstances required by question.
Illustrate - use figure, diagram or example to explain/clarify a problem.
Relate - show how things are connected, correlated or cause one another.
Review - examine a subject critically, dealing with a number of explanations or theories; listing,
relating and contrasting the evidence being used to support for a theory.
Summarise - give a brief statement or account that covers the main points in sequence; without
critical comments.
Verify - confirm or verify by logical reasoning and evidence.
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Why have I been given this question? What are the issues involved?
It is helpful to consider why a particular assignment has been set. Usually your
teachers want you to explore the issues surrounding this topic in more detail than is
covered in your lectures and workshops. Look at the intended learning outcomes for
this subject. What outcomes do your supervisors want you to achieve through
completing this assignment?
What areas should I focus on?
Make sure you look at the marking guide (assessment criteria) as this tells you what
your teachers are looking for in your assignment. The way marks are allocated gives
you an indication of how much time you should spend on each part of the assignment
(more marks = more emphasis).
Example (oral presentation)
Level

1= poor

2= fair

3= good

4 = excellent

Content

Student does not
have grasp of
subject matter;
student cannot
answer questions
about subject.

Student is
uncomfortable
with subject
matter and is
able to answer
only rudimentary
questions.

Student is at
ease with
subject matter,
but fails to
elaborate.

Organisation/
structure

Presentation is
difficult to follow
because it is not
ordered logically.

Communication
aids (visual or
auditory)

Student uses
superfluous aids
or no aids.

Presentation is
in logical
sequence and
able to be
followed.
Students’ aids
relate to text
and
presentation.

Writing/editing of
visual aids

Presentation has
four or more
errors in spelling
&/or grammar

Presentation is
difficult to follow
because student
jumps from topic
to topic.
Student
sometimes uses
aids that rarely
support text &
presentation.
Presentation
has three errors
in spelling &/or
grammar

Student
demonstrates
full knowledge
(more than
required) of
subject matter
and elaborates
on subject.
Presentation is
in logical and
interesting
sequence.

Delivery

Student mumbles,
incorrectly
pronounces
terms, and speaks
too quietly for
students in the
back of class to
hear.

Students’ voice
is low. Student
incorrectly
pronounces
terms. Audience
members have
difficulty hearing
presentation.

Questions

Responds to
questions
inadequately.

Misses some
opportunities for
interaction and
does not always
comfortably
handle
questions.

Presentation
has maximum
of 2 errors in
spelling &/or
grammar.
Students’
voice is clear.
Student
pronounces
most words
correctly. Most
audience
members can
hear.
Generally
responds to
audience
comments,
questions and
needs.

Students’ aids
explain &
reinforce
screen text &
presentation.
Presentation
has no errors
in spelling &/or
grammar
Student uses a
clear voice &
correct precise
pronunciation
of terms so
that all
audience
members can
hear.
Consistently
clarifies,
restates, and
responds to
questions
effectively and
sensitively.
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How can I get started?

1. Rephrase the task as one main question. What is the main task that you are
being asked to do? Write this as one main question.
2. Break the question/topic into sections. How many sections are there in this
question? Make each section into a question that you will answer in the essay.
3. Uncover what is problematic / is an issue. Imagine the reader is someone
who is intelligent, but doesn’t know anything about this topic. What would you
need to define or explain? Does any background information need to be
provided? What requires analysis?
4. Brainstorm your ideas. In order to prepare your focus for your research, you
need to first consider what you already know about the topic (e.g., from
lectures, tutorials and set readings). One way to do this is to ‘brainstorm’ the
topic by writing down everything you know about it in point form. It is also
useful to discuss any ideas you have.
5. Organise your ideas. What is the relationship between all of the things you
have written down? How do they relate to the essay question? Try to draw a
map of how these ideas fit together. This map will help you to structure your
essay and organize your reading.
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Essays
N.B. These are general guidelines only. Therefore, it is VERY IMPORTANT that
you check specific requirements in each of your subjects. This information will
be in your subject guides or on LMS. If you are not sure, check with your
lecturer or facilitator.

The process of academic essay writing
No matter what field of study you are engaged in, the same basic process can be
used to plan and write your essay. This process can be divided into five* steps:
1. Analyse the question - identify key instruction words, the topic/s and
specific aspects to be discussed. You will need to read and re-read the
essay topic many, many times!
2. Research the topic - ask a series of questions about your topic to focus
your research. Seek information from a wide range of sources. Keep a
record of all sources used so that you can include them in your in-text
references and reference list.
3. Plan the essay - organise key ideas and related themes, taking into
consideration format restrictions and word limits. Make sure you record
which sources you used for which information. The easiest way to do this is
to write an in-text reference next to your notes.
4. Write the essay - construct these ideas into the key elements of an essay:
an introduction, a discussion (or body) divided into a number of paragraphs,
and a conclusion. The writing style is formal and impersonal. Edit for errors.
5. Write your reference list – make sure you use APA style.
*While the sequence of these steps is logical, you will need to repeat some
steps and return to the steps when you review your writing before you submit it.

The structure of academic essay writing
The following examples illustrate the essential elements of an essay – an
introductory paragraph, a body paragraph and a concluding paragraph.
Model introductory paragraph
The introductory paragraph sets the scene for the whole essay. It consists of four
sections which move from general to specific information.
1. Introduce the general topic of your essay in an interesting way.
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2. Give background or context which gives relevance to the discussion.
3. Include a thesis statement which is the main point of the essay
4. List subtopics/themes to indicate the order of discussion to follow (each theme
mentioned in the introduction, is addressed in the same order in the body).
 A brief definition may belong in the introduction (one sentence only).
 Keep all information relatively general (no detailed evidence).

The rate of fatal car accidents among young drivers (defined in
this essay as drivers aged 18-25 years old) is proportionally
greater than those among other age groups. In Victoria in 2008,
24% of car accident fatalities were in the 18–25 year old age
group, though this age group makes up only 12% of the
Victorian population (Age Group Statistics, 2009). During
adolescence and into early adulthood changes continue to
occur in the brain (Dahl, 2008). This ongoing brain development
means young people are still developing and refining cognitive
processing skills, which impacts upon their ability to engage in
and complete complex tasks (McAnarney, 2008), such as
driving. As a result, it can be argued that higher rates of car
accidents involving young drivers can be directly attributed to
differences in their cognitive processing abilities compared to
more mature drivers. To support this statement this essay will
discuss brain development in young people, particularly in
relation to decision making, engaging in risky behaviours,
hazard perception and the ability to divide attentional resources.
Finally, it will conclude by reviewing and suggesting ideas policy
makers could utilise to reduce car accidents among young
drivers.

Introduce
topic

Background
or context

Thesis
statement

Themes or
sub-topics
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Model body (discussion) paragraph
Each body paragraph develops or expands the original thesis statement in a logical
manner using evidence to illustrate the specific point being made.
1. Topic sentence = the specific topic of this paragraph (only one per paragraph)
2. Supporting sentences = evidence to support the topic sentence
3. Concluding sentence = may restate initial point made, lead into next paragraph,
provide a link to overall argument or make a final statement
4. Connectives = words and phrases that link one idea to another and show the
relationship between them. They provide the logic and cohesion for the essay.

Engaging in risky behaviours is a major cause of accidents
among young drivers. This may be due to cognitive factors.
Development in frontal and parietal regions of the brain continues
into early adulthood (Dahl, 2008). This part of the brain
(dorsolateral prefrontal cortex or DLPFC) is where neural
networks involved in risk taking behaviour reside. Beeli et al.
(2008) suggest the DLPFC does not mature until late
adolescence, when many young people are driving. This late
maturation of the DLPRC may explain why young drivers take
risks, including speeding and driving after drinking alcohol.
Indeed, Steinberg (2010) hypothesises that young people’s
heightened risk taking behaviour is due to immature selfregulatory systems combined with easily aroused reward
systems. Two studies suggest there is a strong link between risky
driving behaviours of young drivers and their higher rate of traffic
accident involvement. Fergusson, Swain-Campbell, and Horwood
(2003) completed a 21 year longitudinal study of New Zealand
children. They reported that 90% of young drivers who
participated admitted to risky driving. In addition, an Australian
study by Vassallo et al. (2007) using data from the Australian
Temperament Project (ATP) reported similar results. Thus, it can
be argued that brain development may be linked to risk taking
behaviour of young drivers involved in accidents.

Topic
sentence

Supporting
sentences

Concluding
sentence
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Model concluding paragraph
The concluding paragraph rounds off your essay by reminding the reader of your
main point, the supporting themes or sub-topics and a strong final comment. There
are four aspects to consider in the conclusion.
1. Signal the end of the essay with a connective: “In conclusion; To summarise”.
2. Paraphrase your thesis statement (the main point of the essay).
3. Paraphrase and summarise the sub-topics/themes addressed in the essay to
remind the marker of your main discussion points.
4. Leave the marker with a strong effective comment; a message they will
remember.
 Don’t add any new material.


Avoid detailed information – the conclusion is a more general statement.

In conclusion, the underlying cause of higher car accident
rates among young drivers may be directly attributed to
differences in their cognitive processing abilities when
compared to more mature drivers. Young peoples’ brains
are still developing in regions responsible for making
decisions, participating in risk taking activities, perception
of danger and capacity to concentrate. Hence, young
drivers are more likely to engage in risky driving
behaviours and have less developed cognitive processing
skills to enable them to drive safely. To address this
problem, it was suggested to policy makers that there is a
continued need to try to limit or reduce the risks young
drivers are able to take, and to cater for more practice of
decision making and hazard perception skills and more
effective use of attentional resources. Although the
Victorian Graduated Licensing Scheme helps to address
such concerns, it is also recommended that stronger
young driver education programs, and more parental and
community involvement be included. This will help change
young drivers’ attitudes towards risky driving behaviours
and ensure they are better informed about their own
abilities and the risks associated with driving.

Paraphrased
thesis statement

Summary of
paraphrased
themes

Final comment
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5 Editing your work
A guide to self-editing an essay
HAVE YOU?
 Identified key words
 Identified the instructional word(s)
INTERPRETING  Understood how the instructional words relate to the topic
 Understood what you are required to do with the topic
THE TOPIC
 Made questions from the essay tasks
 Made a general plan
 Then a more detailed plan including evidence and sources
PLANNING
 Set the context
INTRODUCTION  Narrowed the focus
 Stated the main point of the essay
 Provided an overview
 Defined key terms
 In each paragraph
 given a summary sentence (topic sentence) at the start of the
BODY
paragraph which is clearly related to the main point in the
introduction
 made sure that every sentence is relevant to the topic sentence
 linked the sentences
 made proper sentences which are independent clauses
 used a lot of short paragraphs? Could you merge some by
making categories with a topic sentence which links the
categories to the thesis statement?
 Coherence
 repeated key terms/concepts throughout the text.
 linked ideas between paragraphs
 used a lot of short sentences close together- could you join
some of them?
 Argument and evidence
 made generalisations which need to be more tentative
 provided evidence to support your arguments/statements
 summarised/ paraphrased the views of others in your own
words, then referenced them in the text
 summarised the major points of the essay
CONCLUSION  stated the most important message of the essay
 and so given the reader a clear understanding of the main point
you have pursued in the essay
 checked you have used APA properly
 used enough references
REFERENCING  used paraphrasing appropriately (not copied out sections of the
texts you have read!!)
 put all direct quotations in “inverted commas”
 varied the way you refer to sources
 provided a correctly done reference list
 checked the format requirements in the marking guide
PRESENTATION  submitted to Turnitin
 printed your essay and read through the hard copy to check for
errors
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Common grammar errors
In order to understand simple grammar errors, you need to know a little bit about
basic sentence structure.

What is a sentence?
In order for a sentence to be complete it must usually contain a subject and a verb.
A sentence must also convey a complete thought. For example, ‘A student is.’
contains a subject and a verb but doesn’t express a complete thought. It doesn’t
convey any information and is thus not a complete sentence.
The subject says who or what does the action e.g. ‘who wrote?’
The verb is the ‘doing word’ and describes an action or state.
For example,
The students
(subject)

wrote.
(verb)

A simple sentence can also have other elements:
An object answers the question ‘what’ after the verb e.g. ‘wrote what?’
For example,
The students
(subject)

wrote
(verb)

a report.
(object)

A complement says what something is/was etc.
For example,
The students
(subject)

were
(verb)

confused.
(complement)

An adverbial tells us how, when, where, or why.
For example,
The students
(subject)

wrote their reports
carefully.
(verb) (object)
(adverbial - how)

Eventually,
the students
wrote their reports
carefully.
(adverbial (subject)
(verb) (object)
( adverbial - how)
when)
Notice that we use a comma when the adverbial element comes before the subject.
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Some of the most common grammar errors
1. Comma splice error
A comma splice error occurs when two complete sentences are joined together by a
comma. For example:
The benefits of this kind of therapy are substantial, there are relatively few
adverse side effects.
Comma splice errors are quite common, particularly for native speakers of English.
They often result from the desire to avoid writing short sentences. A comma splice
error can be fixed in different ways, depending on the length of the sentences.


If the two sentences are short, it is best to join them with a conjunction (‘joining
word’) such as ‘and’, ‘so’, or ‘but’, as in the following example:
The benefits of this kind of therapy are substantial, and there are relatively few
adverse side effects.



If the two sentences are short and they are of equal grammatical weight and
value, it is best to use a semicolon.
The benefits of this kind of therapy are substantial; the adverse side effects
are relatively few.



If the two sentences are already rather long, it is better to put a full stop
between and have two separate sentences.
The reported benefits of this kind of therapy are substantial, particularly when
used in conjunction with more traditional approaches. However, there are
relatively few adverse side effects and these are generally not severe.

2. Run on sentence
Run on sentences are the same as the comma splice errors described above, except
that there is no comma placed between the two sentences. These are less frequent
than comma splice errors and can be fixed in the same way.
The benefits of this kind of therapy are substantial there are relatively few
adverse side effects.

3. Sentence fragment
A fragment is an incomplete sentence. Fragments may be missing a verb or a
subject or they may not convey a complete thought.
Example of a fragment that has a subject and a verb but does not express a
complete thought.
Because the lemming was heading towards the cliff.

 FRAGMENT
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The above fragment contains a subject and a verb, but it does not contain a complete
thought. We have the reason for something, but we don’t have the ‘something’. This
is the most common form of fragment error. The word ‘Because’ at the beginning has
turned a complete sentence (‘The lemming was heading towards the cliff.’) into a
fragment, which requires another part to be a complete sentence.
To correct this sentence it needs another part. For example:
Because the lemming was heading towards the cliff, others decided to follow.

There are many words similar to ‘because’ that when used in this way, require
another part to make a full sentence. Some examples are given in the table below.
Don’t be confused. This doesn’t mean that you can’t start a sentence with ‘Because’
(a common urban grammar myth!). You can start a sentence with ‘Because’ as long
as you make sure to include the other part of the sentence.

because
although
whereas
since
unless

Fragment example
Because measurements were not taken at regular
intervals.
Although the fracture was not observed.
Whereas the left ear showed no sign of swelling.
Since there were no other parameters.
Unless future studies find otherwise.

All of the fragments in the above table could be corrected by adding another
sentence part with a subject and a verb.
Example of a fragment with no verb or subject
Being a very headstrong and independent lemming with a mind of her own.
This fragment does not contain a full verb or a subject. The word ‘being’ at the
beginning of the sentence looks like a verb, but it is really only part of one. To be a
full verb, an –ing word needs to be combined with a ‘helping verb’ such as am, is,
are, was or were. (e.g. The lemming is being stubborn). To fix the fragment in the
above example, another part needs to be added to make it a complete sentence.
Being a very headstrong and independent lemming with a mind of her own,
Fifi did not join the others in their rush towards the cliff.
Here’s another example of a fragment.
At the edge of the extremely steep cliff near a group of boulders.
The example above is a fragment because it only tells us the ‘where’ part of the
sentence. It does not contain a subject or a verb. We don’t know who is doing what.
The fragment needs another part to make it a complete sentence.
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At the edge of the extremely steep cliff near a group of boulders, the lemmings
gathered for a brief, final meeting.

4. Subject verb agreement
In English grammar, subjects must ‘agree with’ verbs. We use different forms of
verbs for different types of subjects. The following table gives some examples.
subject

example of subject

I
You
We
They
He
She
It

(I)
(You)
My friends and I
The people in the pub
That guy in our lab
The woman in the photo
(Even) my dog

Verb

object
learning grammar.

Like
that game.
doing it.
Likes

chocolate.

Subject verb agreement with the verb ‘to be’ is a little more complicated.
subject

example of subject

I
You
We
They
He
She
It

(I)
(You)
My friends and I
The people in the pub
That guy in our lab
The woman in the photo
(Even) my dog

verb (to
be)
Am

complement/adverbial
a great example.

Are

extremely unreliable.
in the right place.

Is

Intoxicated.

Making subjects agree with verbs is fairly easy when the sentence is short and the
subject is right next to its verb. However, when sentences are long and complex,
subject verb agreement can be more difficult, as in the following example.
Punctuating long sentences, such as the ones in the following examples,
cause difficulties for many writers.
(verb)
Punctuating long sentences, such as the ones in the following examples
causes difficulties for many writers.
(verb)
In order to check whether the subject agrees with the verb, you first need to identify
the main verb in the sentence (‘cause’ in the sentences above) and then ask who or
what causes difficulties? The answer is ‘punctuating’. Punctuating = ‘it’, so we need
to use the verb form with the ‘s’ i.e. punctuating… causes difficulties…
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Errors also frequently occur when the sentence starts with ‘there is/are’.
There is not many studies which have investigated the science of navel
gazing.
There are not many studies which have investigated the science of navel
gazing.

5. Problems with commas
Few people writing in English know how to use commas correctly. A lot of the time,
this doesn’t matter as many sentences ‘requiring’ a comma can be easily understood
even without the comma. However, there are some instances where a sentence
becomes ambiguous, or even unreadable, without a comma.
Example 1
I told them to eat, Lucy.
I told them to eat Lucy.
The difference in punctuation is small, but the difference to Lucy is considerable.
Example 2
When we finally packed up the instrument had already completed the scan.
When we finally packed up, the instrument had already completed the scan.
(introductory bit)
(main part of sentence)
The first sentence is difficult to read because it may seem like the instrument was
packed up. In the second sentence, the comma after the introductory bit makes the
meaning much clearer. The introductory part of the sentence is not a full sentence on
its own. If there is an introductory bit at the beginning of a sentence, it’s a good habit
to always place a comma between it and the main part of the sentence.

Example 3
In the workshop reports were made about people altering data to fit the hypothesis.

In the workshop, reports were made about people altering data to fit the hypothesis.
(adverbial)
(main part of sentence)
This is similar to example 2. The first sentence is difficult to read and its meaning is
not clear because the words ‘lab’ and ‘reports’ are often used together as a
compound noun. In the second example, a comma separates the adverbial element
‘in the lab’ from ‘reports’ and so makes the meaning of the sentence clear.
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Example 4
Recent studies on the mating behaviour of the endangered three toed sloth
from South America, have analysed the frequency of the ‘ay-ay’ mating call.
Recent studies on the mating behaviour of the endangered three toed sloth
from South America have analysed the frequency of the ‘ay-ay’ mating call.
Do not use a comma after the subject of a sentence. When the subject of a
sentence is very long, you may feel that you need to put a comma between the
subject and the verb. This is not correct.

6. Parallel structure
Problems with maintaining parallel structure often occur when constructing lists,
either as dot points or within a sentence. Items in a list should be the same type of
word in terms of grammar, for example, a list of nouns or a list of verbs. The following
examples should illustrate.
The objectives of this review are:




Outlining the main conceptual areas behind the science of navel gazing
To give an account of the controversy surrounding the benefits of navel gazing
The different ways to navel gaze

Each of the dot points has a different grammatical form. To give the items in the list
parallel structure, they should have the same grammatical form as in the list of verbs
(actions) below.
The objectives of this review are to:




outline the main conceptual areas behind the science of navel gazing
give an account of the controversy surrounding the benefits of navel gazing
describe the different ways to navel gaze.

7. Apostrophes
Apostrophes are notoriously difficult to use correctly. There is even a website
showing examples of ‘apostrophe abuse’ on signs from around the world:
www.apostropheabuse.com/
However, once you know the rules, it’s really not that hard.
Apostrophes are used for two main reasons:
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1. To denote a missing letter
When we put two short words together, we use an apostrophe to show that a letter is
missing. It is not common to use these shortened forms in academic writing. Here
are some examples.
do not
is not
you are
it is
we are







don’t
isn’t
you’re
it’s
we’re

We do not use an apostrophe to make an abbreviation or acronym (e.g. CD, USB,
ATM) plural. Also, we do not use an apostrophe when making years plural. So,
CD’s
USB’s
ATM’s
1960’s
90’s

CDs
USBs
ATMs
1960s
90s

2. To denote possession
Apostrophes are used to show possession or ownership of something, as in the
following examples. Note that the apostrophe is placed after the ‘s’ if the noun is
plural. We can also use pronouns in place of the noun. The table below contains
some examples.
singular nouns
The student’s writing

pronoun
plural nouns
his/her
The students’
writing
The paper’s references its
The papers’
references
The bee’s knees
its
The bees’ knees
The computer’s
its
The computers’
functions
functions
Robyn’s office
her
n/a

pronoun
their
their
their
their
n/a

We do not use apostrophes before an ‘s’ in plural nouns where there is no
possession.
A point of confusion
The words that cause the most confusion when using apostrophes are it’s and its.
It’s – the apostrophe denotes a missing letter (i.e. short form of it is)
Its – is used to show possession but has no apostrophe (e.g. Its ears are big).
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Commonly confused words
The English language can be very confusing, so it’s hard to avoid mistakes. Some
commonly confused words are listed below.

word confusion

explanation

Effect is usually a noun.
e.g. There was no effect on the reaction rate.
effect/affect

Affect is usually verb (action).
* remember ‘a’ for action & affect
e.g. The reaction rate was not affected.
‘Would of’ is incorrect. ‘Would have’ is correct.

would of/would have

The experiment would of worked.
The experiment would have worked
Use few or fewer with ‘countable’ nouns.
e.g. There were few errors.

few/less
Use less with ‘uncountable’ nouns.
e.g. There was less air in the container.
Use comprise without ‘of’.
e.g. The sample comprised 42 males and 47 females.
comprise/consist
Use consist with ‘of’.
e.g. Water consists of hydrogen and oxygen atoms.

its/it’s

practice/practise

Use it’s as a short form of ‘it is’
Use its as a possessive

Practice is a noun.
e.g. I need more practice with this technique.
Practise is a verb.
e.g. I need to practise this technique.
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Singular/plural confusion
Some commonly used words in the sciences have irregular plurals that can be
confusing. The table below gives some examples.

Singular

Plural

hypothesis

hypotheses

criterion

criteria

phenomenon

phenomena

thesis

theses

datum

data

medium

media

appendix

appendices/appendixes (both correct)

bacterium

bacteria

stimulus

stimuli

index

indices/indexes (but different meanings)

analysis

analyses

axis

axes

formula

formulae/formulas (both correct)

basis

bases

diagnosis

diagnoses

parenthesis

parentheses

genus

genera
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A word about Microsoft Word grammar checker and spell checker
Automatic spelling and grammar checkers are not as accurate as a human editor.
The Microsoft Word spell checker and grammar checker make mistakes, particularly
the grammar checker. For example, the grammar checker often misses subject verb
agreement errors or identifies a sentence as containing an error when it doesn’t have
one. Grammar checkers are useful for writers who have a knowledge of correct
grammar. They can alert the writer to inadvertent mistakes and typos, but ultimately,
it is the writer who makes the final decision whether to accept or reject the
suggestion.

Converting text to speech
One useful method for picking up mistakes in your writing is to listen to it.
MAC users
On the Apple menu, click System Preferences.
Under System, click Speech .
On the Text to Speech tab, select the Speak selected text when the key is pressed
check box.
Click Set Key, and then press the key combination that you want to use to hear text
read aloud, and click OK.
In any Office application, select some text, and then press the keyboard shortcut to
hear the text read aloud.
A number of freely downloadable applications are available on the internet, e.g.
http://www.nextup.com/download.html as well as commercial products.

If English is not your first language
If English is not your first language, you may encounter some people who think you
have less language than they have, when it fact you have more! – often, students
with language backgrounds other than English have learned two, three, or
sometimes several languages before tackling English as well, and it can be
frustrating if lecturers and fellow students seem to notice the few things you don’t
know rather than the many things you do know about using English. Remind yourself
that your undertaking to study in an additional language is evidence of both your
courage and your competence! – but yes, you will also have to take particular care
with your writing for your subjects. It is common for writers to make some further
kinds of mistakes if English is not their first language, and particularly if English
grammar is very different from the grammar of their first language. A major difference
lies in whether meaning is signalled largely
_by separate words,
_or by changes in the form of words,
_or by the order of words,
_or by the context
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-- and these ways of making meaning are found in different combinations in different
languages. The ways of signalling meaning in English can be especially confusing,
because the language has changed a good deal over time, combining features of
other languages (Latin, Greek, French, German, and others) with which it has come
into contact.
English uses changes at the ends of words to show

It adds prefixes to the beginning of a word that change its meaning, for example:
assist, desist, resist, persist, subsist, insist.
Furthermore, variations of the same word do different grammatical jobs, for example:
These ways of signalling meaning may or may not occur in your first language; and when
they do occur, the system that structures them may be quite different from English.
When a meaning in one language has no match in another, it can be hard to learn
because it is hard to understand. For example, speakers of other languages often find that
using “a” and “the” in English is a problem as many other languages have no equivalent
words and their use in English is a maze of rules and exceptions!
The “article”: Indefinite? Definite? Not even there at all?
“A” before a noun means that we don’t know which one is meant:
A law was passed last year. (What law? We don’t know yet.)
“The” means that we know which one is meant,
either
:
A law was passed last year. The law made drug use a capital crime.
or
The law making drug use a capital crime was passed last year.
or
the Pope; the President of Egypt; the moon
No article is used when we mean to generalise about something:
Law is needed to regulate social behaviour.
Most of the changes in the form of words that are required in English are not a problem for
people who learned the language naturally, as children; but they can be difficult to remember
if English is not your first language. You have studied English grammar and you’re aware of
most of these things, but they are not automatic and errors are likely to persist in your writing.
For speaking, it may not matter very much if you don’t get all the forms right, because your
choice of words themselves will usually communicate your meaning adequately. If listeners
are confused, they can ask for clarification. But lecturers marking your written work can
become distracted, and even annoyed, by errors that require them to make repairs in their
mind as they read your assignments.
So what can you do?
When you have got your ideas down on paper, and organised them to your satisfaction, then
it’s time to edit your grammar. This is more efficient if you know what errors you should be
looking for – that is, which errors are characteristic of your work. If you have got an
assignment back with comments and corrections, go through it carefully to see what kinds of
errors you have made. Do you have difficulty with where to put “a” or “the”? Do you often
forget to put “s” on the end of a word to show that it is plural? Do you forget to put tense
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endings on verbs? Do you have difficulty with changes of tense in reported speech, or
changes of word order in reported questions? All of these are common problems for writers
from language backgrounds other than English. Identify your patterns of errors, make a list, and go
through your draft looking for each kind of error that you are likely to make.
University of North Carolina at http://writingcenter.unc.edu/esl/online-tools/ or
http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/

_Frankfurt School of English at http://esl.fis.edu/grammar/rules/article.htm

_Monash University at http://www.monash.edu.au/lls/llonline/grammar/articles/index.xml
_"Online English Grammar" by Anthony Hughes at
http://www.edufind.com/english/grammar/grammar_topics.php

_University of Victoria (Canada) “common problems” page at
http://web.uvic.ca/wguide/Pages/SentCommProbs.html
_Warwick University, "Learning English Online" at
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/learning_english/leap/grammar/
_University of Wisconsin Writing Center's "12 Common Errors" page:
http://writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/CommonErrors.html
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6 Oral Presentations
These are general guidelines only. Therefore, it is VERY IMPORTANT that you check
specific requirements in each of your subjects. This information will be in your subject
guides or on LMS. If you are not sure, check with your facilitator, lecturer or tutor.

Preparation for the oral presentation
Preparation is the key to a successful oral presentation. Your speech will only be as
good as the amount of work you put into it. It is also the best way to decrease
nervousness.
1. Define the purpose: Are you informing/instructing or reporting?
2. Analyse the audience: For example, how many people will be there? Make sure
you have enough handouts. Consider such factors as level of knowledge.
3. Consider context: Formal or informal? Will you need to bring anything?
4. Identify main ideas of topic: Brainstorm the main ideas needed to get the
message across and then order them into a logical sequence.
5. Research supporting material: Ensure you gather strong factual evidence to
support the main points. Is it current, relevant, accurate and documented? Unlike
an essay, personal experience can also be relevant to illustrate your evidence.
6. Group presentations: Ensure that both preparation and presentation time is
equally shared amongst all group members. Each team member should briefly
introduce the next presenter and what they will talk about.

Writing the oral presentation
1. Planning the material: Focus on the purpose of the speech at all times. Logically
order each main point and its supporting evidence. Prepare an outline plan in
conjunction with the marking criteria.
2. Writing the presentation: An oral presentation is structured and each section
has a specific purpose and organisation.
Introduction: aims to catch the audience’s attention and introduce the topic.






Open in a way that stimulates interest. Tell a short story (anecdote),
present an interesting fact, statistic or image related to your topic.
Provide some background or context for the topic. In other words,
indicate to the audience why your topic is important and/or describe the
problem you are working on. Don’t assume that the audience is already
familiar with your topic or project.
Give a clear statement of the main premise/point of your presentation.
Provide a plan of your presentation by outlining the main points to follow.
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Discussion/ Findings (body of the presentation): aims to inform your audience.






Present only 3-5 main points. It is better to discuss each point in depth.
Support each point with strong factual evidence.
Use a variety of examples, diagrams, graphs and statistics.
Use relevant personal experience (yours or others) where appropriate.
Use connectives to link your ideas, such as Firstly, Secondly, In addition,
Finally, However. This provides cohesion and logic for the audience.

Conclusion: is often overlooked! It is important to end on a strong note.








Give a clear signal that you are concluding: In conclusion, In closing,
Restate the original premise or point of view.
Summarise the main points used to support that premise.
End effectively with a relevant anecdote, recommendation or challenge.
Invite questions if appropriate.
Complete your talk with a suitable “Thank you” rather than “Well that’s all”!!
Reiterate your strong message.

Using PowerPoint Effectively
Keep it Simple. If using a template, choose a simple one with easy to read fonts.
Avoid special effects and animations unless they are related to a point you are
making. Do not overuse colour.
Avoid overcrowding slides. Use bullet points if appropriate (but do not assume all
text should be bulleted). Never use full sentences; use key words only. It is better to
use more slides with fewer points on each than to overcrowd slides.
Make it readable. If the audience cannot read what is on your slides, there is no
point in including it. Font size should be at least 20. Avoid capital letters. Diagrams
can be a very effective way to convey information, but make sure they are easily
readable. Make sure you guide the audience through your diagram by pointing to the
relevant parts as you speak.
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Delivering the oral presentation
Avoid reading the presentation as there is an automatic drop in both audience
attention and marks. However, it is unwise to attempt to memorise the whole speech.
Some useful hints:
1. Use power point slides as cues: Summarise each main supporting point.
Use headings and sub-headings, a numbering/lettering system and key words.
Try using the ‘presenter view’ function on PowerPoint. This enables you to see
which slides are coming up next, while the audience only sees the slide you
are presenting.
2. Practise, practise, practise! Practise the complete presentation aloud and
many times. Practise in front of an audience such as family, friends,
videotape or a mirror! Time the speech and stick to given limits.
3. Have a backup plan in case the technology fails!
Use visual aids to add interest, to help simplify the message and to increase
audience understanding. Visual aids need to be large, clear, simple and relevant.
Make any handouts available before the speech begins. Refer directly to the visual
aid in the speech. Know how to use the technology and ensure that equipment works
before the presentation begins.
Know what’s coming up next. Be sure to know which slide is coming up next so
that you can introduce it and link it to the previous slide before you hit the page down
button. For example, “So after I designed and built my robot, I needed to test it” (the
previous slides would have shown how the robot was designed and built and next
slide would show how the functionality of the robot was tested).
Voice signals are vital. Speak more slowly, pronounce words more clearly than
normal, raise your voice and project towards the back wall, and avoid
“conversational” language such as “um, er, gonna and youse”.
Body signals are also important. Always face the audience (never board or screen
unless you need to point to something on a diagram) and stand straight with chin up
to direct your voice to the listeners. Keep hands open and avoid nervous gestures.
Eye contact is essential. Be sure to scan across the audience rather than focusing on
one or two individuals.

Remember nervousness is normal.
Thorough preparation and practise decreases anxiety. Organise equipment and
visual aids early and ensure power point slides are simple and clear. It may help to
bring detailed notes to get you started and as a ‘safety net’ throughout the
presentation. Breathe deeply. Develop positive mental thoughts.
If fear is extreme see a counsellor!
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7 Other common assessment tasks
Annotated Bibliographies
What is this? You could think of this as the thing you wish a friend who’d done the subject
last year had handed you just before you started your research. It’s a list of sources on some
topic, each one accompanied by a paragraph saying what that source is good for. Usually an
annotated bibliography assignment is an early step on the way to writing a research essay.
The idea is that you go to the library, and perhaps to the internet (check with your lecturer),
and find out what has been written already about your topic. You decide which sources are
most relevant to what you’re doing, and figure out how they’re relevant.
You don’t need to read every word or every book, at this stage. Read the introductory
chapter, or the chapter that introduces the section dealing with your topic. If it’s an article,
read the first couple of pages and the last, and look at the headings. If it’s a research article,
scan the introduction and the discussion section (what did they ask? What did they learn?). If
it’s a report, read the summary at the beginning. Use your judgement about how much more
you need to read in order to know what this source says and does. You’ll come back to it
when you’re ready to write the research essay.
Follow any particular instructions your lecturer gives you about the format of this
assignment. You may or may not be asked for an introductory paragraph setting out the
topic, question, and the common themes you found. Then, the body is a series of separate
entries, with the reference as a heading each time (author, title, etc – set it out according to
the referencing guidelines in your LMS). After this heading, write a paragraph saying what
the source deals with, its particular focus, its main argument, and how it contributes to an
exploration of your topic. Mention any important limitations, too; each source is not going to
give you everything you need.
What could an annotation look like? Suppose you’re working on the question: “How do
courtroom conventions work to ensure compliance with the legal system?” One of your
annotations might be something like:
Bloggs, F 2001, “The architecture of the courtroom”, Justice Quarterly, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 3354
This deals with the way that courtroom spaces separate the administrators of the law from
the public, elevate the judges, and isolate the witnesses. It draws attention to the use of
space to define roles that participants then accept as given. The discussion is limited to the
design of the highest courts in the judicial system, which may be different from courts in
which mediation is the aim.

Reviews
An academic review is a bit different from the kind you find in newspapers or magazines,
which usually focus on how interesting the book was, and how well written (or not). When
you review a book or article for a university subject, the quality of the writing is not the main
focus. Your purpose is to tell another reader what the central idea of the book is; how it is
argued (i.e. what points, supported with what kinds of evidence, arranged in what kind of
structure); and how useful it is in helping you to think about its central questions, &/or
whatever questions you took to it. Follow any special instructions your lecturer gives you; but
these are the aspects you should probably cover:
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Review of a reading:
Topic
Context (what discussion does it contribute to?)
Purpose
Method
Structure
Content (themes &/or argument)
Assess: How is it useful?
To discussion in the discipline
To you as a reader
How useful is it?
Strengths – problems – limitations

Literature reviews
In the context of this assignment, “literature” does not mean fiction. When we put “the” in
front of it, “the literature” on some topic means the publications that academics have written
about it. In a literature review, you’re looking at a lot of different sources to see how they
have dealt with some particular topic.
It’s normally an early stage of some larger project – a preliminary to your own research.
The aim is to find what other people have published about the topic that interests you, to see
_what themes and issues have interested them;
_how their work helps you to think about your topic;
_what they agree about, and what they don’t; and
_what still remains to be asked about your topic, in the light of what they’ve said.
Find what you can, read it and decide how it’s relevant to your own project. Some
sources may offer a framework within which you will explore your topic, or a method you will
use in your research. Alternatively, some may have approached the topic in a way that you
see problems with, and your research will try to correct their mistake or fill a gap they’ve left.
Either way, they are a springboard for your own investigation, and your literature review will
need to explain how.
How is it different from an annotated bibliography? The literature review is similar in
purpose, but it takes a different form. You start with a paragraph introducing your project and
giving an overview of the literature you’ve found. (“There is some debate about the effect on
court proceedings of judges wearing wigs and gowns. The literature has focused mainly on
the benefits of anonymity for judges and of respect for judicial authority, on the one hand;
and on the disadvantages of creating an intimidating distance between citizens and the law,
on the other.”) Then, in paragraphs with or without headings (check with your lecturer on this)
you go into detail, not source by source but theme by theme, looking at how various sources,
or clusters of sources, deal with each theme. You’re likely to have sentences like “While
Bloggs and Pugg (1992) see wigs as old-fashioned and ridiculous, Smith (2001) has found
that jurors are in awe of them, and Loonish (1989) notes that spectators’ behaviour is more
subdued in courts where judges sit in wigs and gowns”. For another way of dealing with
multiple references, try “Several writers have noted the intimidating effect of wigs and gowns
in court (Smith 2001; Loonish 1989; Rumpole 1985 & 1987).” When you’ve covered the
ground, conclude with a brief paragraph, drawing out what seems to be the most interesting
idea(s) emerging out of your review of the literature; and if you’ve been asked to do this
assignment in order to formulate a research question of your own, this is the place to say
what that is, and how it relates to the sources you’ve discussed.
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How is it different from an essay? You’re not using the sources, at this stage, to construct
your own argument in answer to some essay question. So you don’t go into detail or harvest
quotations; you summarise their contributions to your exploration of the topic. (You could
think of it like pushing other people’s work down a funnel to emerge with an idea you want to
test or a question you want to answer.)
This assignment from Education is an example of a two-piece assignment that starts with a
literature review and then uses that as the basis for a research proposal: Research Methods
in Education (EDU5RME)

2. Literature Review (Essay) (40%) – 3,000 words
The Review should include a critical analysis of SIX (6) journal articles. The analysis
should include an overview of the theoretical significance of selected articles for you
and possible implications for your intended research approach.
3. Project Proposal (30%) – 2,000 words
This assignment will build on the Literature Review. … It is expected that this
proposal will follow carefully the format used for Human Ethics applications. The
focus will be on translating the Literature Review into a theoretical framework and
research question(s) and arguing the case for your selected research design and
strategies for developing new knowledge.
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